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Tape Converter Alfast Chooses ROTOCONTROL
RCF Finishing Machine
The installed machine is die cutting and laminating 3M tape for wind turbines.

LINAU, Germany (July 17, 2018) – Alfast, a Danish tape converter for 3M and Tesa recently
installed a customized ROTOCONTROL RCF 340 finishing machine designed for die cutting,
rewinding, and laminating 3M tape, used in the protection of wind turbine blades. The machine
was successfully installed at Alfast last month.
Per Lindberg Jørgensen, director of Alfast explains the
choice for ROTOCONTROL: “Ease of operation was the
primary reason, from navigating software, initial job setup, and die cutting tools to quickly and efficiently run
production. ROTOCONTROL was extremely
professional, from the initial sale to the machine
installation at my factory.”
The ROTOCONTROL RCF series of servo-controlled
finishing machines are designed as a robust,
configurable platform for the addition of various
standard and custom modules as required by
specific customer applications.

Marco Aengenvoort (managing
director, ROTOCONTROL), Per
Lindberg Jørgensen, and Alexander
Siegmund (operations manager,
ROTOCONTROL)

Founded more than 25 years ago, Alfast is a rapidly
growing niche business, specializing in converting 3M and Tesa tape to meet customer-specific
criteria. Quality, service and delivery reliability have made Alfast one of Scandinavia's most wellknown and reputable companies in the industry.
Contact:
Alfast Udstansning af Tape ApS
+45 86 10 93 00
alfaststans@alfast.dk | www.alfast.dk
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About Rotocontrol International GmbH
ROTOCONTROL, a wholly owned subsidiary of EMT International (www.emtinternational.com),
designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label inspection, slitting,
rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels, for converters in the
narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers machines from smaller basic
rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo
technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
With production facilities, sales, and service in Germany and the USA, ROTOCONTROL
maintains the highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility
with a focus on operator safety and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the
finishing of label products.
Meet us at the Finish Line
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